**TREE PLANTER RENTALS**

| TREE PLANTER~ $75/day (24 hours) or $100/ weekend (pickup Friday and return Monday) | FOR HAULING: This machine is mounted on a rubber tire trailer which has a 2-inch ball hitch and a four prong standard light hook-up. This planter should be towed no faster than 45 mph using flashers.  

FOR PLANTING: This machine requires a tractor capable of pulling a two bottom plow (approximately 50 HP) with a 3-point hitch. This planter is to be used only for planting straight rows. If you try to plant around sharp curves, the machine’s coulter and main beam will bend out of shape. You will be held responsible for repairs should this happen. This planter works well in clay or rocky ground. This planter has a wider heavier planting shoe and works especially well for larger root hardwoods. Seats two people; plants one row. |
| TREE PLANTER~ $50/day (24 hours) or $75/ weekend (pickup Friday and return Monday) | FOR HAULING: This machine is mounted on a rubber tire trailer which has a 2-inch ball hitch and a standard four prong trailer light hook-up. This planter should be towed no faster than 45 mph using flashers.  

FOR PLANTING: This machine requires a tractor capable of pulling a two bottom plow (approximately 40 HP) with a 3-point hitch. This planter is to be used only for planting straight rows. If you try to plant around sharp curves, the machine’s coulter and main beam will bend out of shape. You will be held responsible for repairs should this happen. This planter works best in lighter soils. Seats one person; plants one row. |

*A contract must be signed and payment received in full prior to taking possession of equipment.*